PPG Meeting minutes 19 January 2017

Present

Ilse Shaw
Barbara Duncombe Moore
Glenys Pates
F Jones
Norman Deller
Jillian Naylor
John Woodward
Adrian Hardy
Ann Morton 
Geoffrey Best
John Hallam

The group was discussing Thursday afternoon and extended opening hours to a possible 7 days.

We currently have Dr Bakshi, Dr Pabla and Dr Graham, Dr Batstone will start doing 2 days per week next month. Dr Elias is still off.  The group discussed locum pay. Also discussed people attending A&E unnecessarily.

Prescriptions – discussed patients selling surplus drugs.  We do try to check on hoarding or over ordering.  Should medication reviews be done more frequently? One member of the group said they had never had one. Also can plenty of notice be given for the patient to arrange a review.  Electric prescriptions go straight to the chemist and we don’t see the prescriptions themselves.  If patients don’t have a medication review when advised the medication is stopped.  The chemist can advise when the med review is due.  One member of the group had seen Asjid the pharmacist and was pleased with him.

A question of can reception staff take medications off repeat? They check with Julie to see if this is ok to avoid issuing.  People can use patient access to order medications.

The YMCA keep fit service is closing due to  withdrawal of funding. No replacement in place – expensive to run.  A group member reported feeling good progress in one of the classes.  We had no idea who is funding it at present.  The member pays £4.00 per week now.  Also acupuncture is only funded so far then the patient has to pay.

Telephone calls – a group member reported problems getting through to the surgery – he hangs on for 8 minutes then gets cut off.  There is someone coming in from NHIS on Friday to discuss this and see if things can be improved.  Could the answer back service work, some people want to go back to call query system.  The current phone system couldn’t cope with this but maybe with an updated system it could.  Various group members reported long delays getting through or not getting through at all.  The telephone on reception rings constantly and people in the back office also answer calls.  Patients can still use access and again it was explained how it works. Not for emergency use though.  We have also tried number selection for different services in the past.  The group discussed various methods that we have tried in the past regarding appointments.  A drop in day to see a doctor was suggested much like the nurse drop in clinic was suggested.  A member suggested we go into schools to discuss the booking system and to also speak to youth groups on how to access medical care.

Fire alarm issues and the telephone issues discussed at length. Perhaps a message on patients mobiles to inform them of the problem was suggested. Unfortunately messaging has to be done from the computer in the surgery and we had to evacuate at short notice.

Prescription ordering was brought up again – they had ordered 17 out of 20 items but got the whole 20.

Carpark problems – only 3 disabled spaces in front of the building. Steve Pepper asked that any complaints be put in writing. Also complaints about people cutting around the church to avoid walking around. Could a barrier be put up?

Staffing discussed – Liz is office manager and Debbie is Practice Manager.

Out of area patients discussed. Sign disclaimer, no home visits.
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